
<CL° is the concept range in the Oldenburg Vineyards stable. A concept 
means the representation of an idea. For us, the <CL° range represents a key 
part of the Oldenburg Vineyards story: that we are cooler than Stellenbosch 
(in terms of climate).

There are 8 Natural Elements that make our corner of the Banghoek Valley a 
special place to make wine, and three of these elements (the mountain ranges, 
the elevation and the winds) influence the coolness of our valley. 

This cooler climate elevates the quality of our grapes and wine significantly, 
through slower and more even ripening. Cooler climate, cooler wines. 

WINEMAKING / MATURATION

The Chardonnay and Chenin Blanc in this delightful cuvee is entirely
sourced from the Oldenburg Vineyards Estate. The R iverland blocks, from
which these grapes stem, are planted on alluvial soils. 32% of the wine was
matured in new 2500L Austrian foudre for 11 months, the balance was
matured in older 300L French oak barrels for the same duration.

TASTING NOTES

Few wines have the potential to put you in as good a mood as this
delightfully charming blend. Simultaneously a talking point and a bold
statement, this wine appears with an inviting lemon colour in the glass. On
the nose it showcases abundant tropical fruits, including guava and
pineapple. Additional aromas of kumquat, mandarin and a lovely mineral-
like oyster shell add to the complexity of the wine. On the palate, a zesty
and juicy acidity carry the fresh floral aromas to a lovely finish, with fine lees
maturation delivering an understated brioche character that lingers on the
palate.

VINTAGE CONDITIONS

Cool, wet climatic conditions created an opportunity to replenish water

reserves in 2021. Although the winter rainfall started late, regular cold fronts

contributed more precipitation than in the previous season. Despite sustained

cool conditions, the flowering and fruit set periods were moderate and ideal.

The moderate growing season resulted in lush canopies. Véraison followed the

seasonal trend and was generally up to 14 days later than the previous season.

R ipening was consistently about 10-14 days later than the previous year, and

the ripening period was moderate with minimal precipitation during this time.
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MATURATION

PRODUCTION

2021

<CL° SER IES

COMPOSITION 71% Chenin Blanc, 29% Chardonnay

23 February 2021 – 02 March 2021 

ALC 12.7% | RS 1.9g/l | TA 6.0g/L | pH 3.28

11 Months in barrel and concrete eggs

10 020 Bottles

<CL° White 

New packshots to be placed
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